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Below is a reflection paper based on my time at UNO earning my M.F.A. in Film Production. It also 
covers the experience in creating my thesis film Ronin Nights. After the reflection will be the shooting 
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Ronin Nights, my thesis film, is not a movie. A movie is a single story told in one film. My thesis 
film is a television pilot. I think too many people who have watched my film and commented on its 
content have judged it based on the markers of a short movie. To reiterate my thesis film is not a movie, 
it is the first of a series of films, or episodes, for a television show. My film is Ronin Nights and the 
episode is called “The Hidden Master.” 
To summarize, my thesis film deals with drifting. It is a motorsport that originated in Japan and 
has since spread throughout the world. It is the fastest growing motorsport in the U.S. The fact that 
some of my thesis chair members, adults over the age of 35, don’t know anything about it shows how 
small the drift world still is. It’s no NASCAR, yet. If you want to know more, google “Japan drifting” or 
“Formula D” for an idea of what it is. 
An FYI, I have a reading comprehension problem. I’ve struggled getting my college degrees 
because of it and since I have trouble reading I don’t read a lot and because of that I have a very limited 
vocabulary. I had scores in the teens for my Reading and English portions of my ACT tests. The only way I 
got into LSU was because I had really high Math and Science scores. I say all that because I’m going to 
use some vulgarity in this essay and guess what, deal with it. It is who I am and how I speak. It is the best 
representation of who I am and I’m not changing that for this reflection essay. I was raised white trash 
and I’m going to speak like white trash.  
From my first interview with the graduate program when they told me that graduate students 
were given eight days with a RED camera and the Grip truck, my aspirations were to shoot a feature film 
for my thesis film. Obviously that didn’t happen. Unlike most of my fellow graduate cohort members, I 
had been making films (shorts, web series, and documentaries) before entering the graduate program. I 
was under the assumption that I would be at a disadvantage when entering the program as I didn’t have 
any extensive formal training in film prior to the graduate program. I thought I would have my hands full 
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being in classes with real filmmakers. I was wrong. I also thought that since I was entering a film school, 
an art-like school, I thought there would be encouragement towards students trying new things and 
developing new skills. I thought people would be excited about new things and ideas related to 
filmmaking and the medium. I was wrong. After my first day of graduate school and every single one 
after that, I have felt a hammer beating me down, trying to get me to submit to a form of mediocrity all 
the while a certain instructor in the program continued his gas lighting barrage on me and every student 
he encountered. “That’s stupid.” “That’s the worst idea.” “You can’t do that.” “That’s not how things 
work here.” “What I want you to do is shut the fuck up.” 
I had spent most of the 2010s either making my own projects or working on other people’s 
projects. I’d met some UNO graduates in the Masters and Bachelors programs along the way. I use to 
talk about how good the UNO program was to people because I took an undergraduate film class back in 
2006, back when Super 8 cameras were still being used. Today tiny camcorders are used instead. 
Because of my experience over these past three years, my enthusiasm for UNO has died. I still guide 
people to the program as it is the better option in my opinion but I don’t have the same passion as 
before. After my first year alone, the negativity I was feeling from certain faculty individuals was so high 
that I wanted to quit making films altogether. In some way I sort of did that. I would say that I put in 
about 80% effort on my first 3-2-1 film, 50% on my second 3-2-1 film and even less so on my second 
year project. In a lot of ways I’ve lost an interest in making short films. To be clear, I put in less effort in 
my school films not in ones outside of school. In my first year, I ran my own film festival for its second 
year. I shot interviews for it and edited together videos promoting the festival. I made other internet 
videos as well. I just loss interest in making films for UNO. And I don’t want to bore anyone with the 
details but the main reason I stayed was for financial reasons. That might not make much sense as I’m 
broke. All I can say is student loans. But I also stayed hoping deep down that I would get to be a G.A. and 
teach, my other passion which I also have a masters in, but teaching or a G.A. position never happened. 
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After my first year making shorts did nothing for me. By then I had seen a lot of crap go through 
the film program and even more at the local festivals. I didn’t see a point in trying too hard. I wanted to 
make something that actually meant something to me and progressed my career. I can’t look forward to 
working on sets for money after graduation like most students because of my weight and torn meniscus. 
The only thing I saw was to actually make my own movies that could at least generate some income 
down the line. I wanted to make a feature film for my thesis but that idea was shut down. If I had to 
make a short then I was set on making a thesis film that was easy. I had seen the kind of thesis films 
from the past and figured I could make something as well as that without trying. I’m not saying that all 
thesis films have been garbage, there have been some really good ones but there have also been some 
bad ones too. Plus I didn’t have any money to spend on anything grand other than two people sitting in 
a dark room talking for 15 minutes. But after the executive producer on my thesis goaded me into trying 
something interesting I decided to make a 30 minute television pilot for my thesis. I figured if I could pull 
it off the way I originally imagined, it could serve as a spec pilot. It didn’t. In the end I would say I have a 
proof of concept television pilot. 
The finished thesis film isn’t the finished film. I don’t know if it will ever be good enough to be 
released. And I’m not one of those filmmakers that obsesses over the film for months trying to make it 
perfect. I know I will never be a Christopher Nolan or Spielberg. Becoming a TV director is fine with me. 
Plus I have more of a “crank shit out” philosophy to making films. My thesis mostly needs a lot of sound 
work, stuff that I have very little skill in. When I first wrote my prospectus I wanted to make a spec TV 
pilot. The idea was that it would require only a few things reshot for an actual series, mostly the car 
stuff. After some locations fell through, key crew couldn’t be wrangled, and a community of car 
enthusiasts left me hanging; it became clear that this is no more than a proof-of-concept TV pilot, if that. 
In my prospectus I originally had planned on the drifting to occur at the Belle Chasse Government 
Complex which used to be an old state school for the mentally handicapped. It had old buildings and 
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closed off streets. It was perfect for the pilot. If the show was picked up, additional roads would have 
been needed which I figured that I would have an actual budget worthy of the show by then and be in a 
better position to acquire roads needed for the series. That’s not what ended up happening. I didn’t get 
that location and that was the first huge obstacle. I made the mistake in assuming that since I had filmed 
on the same property once before and that the parish president’s secretary was my high school/college 
friend’s mom then I would be golden, but no. When one lawyer with a bigoted attitude towards drifting 
told the parish president that we would destroy the property and people would be injured, my fate was 
sealed. Later I found another place that gave me permission but because of the way our insurance is 
written through the state I couldn’t secure that location. 
On that note, our insurance sucks. One of the major reasons I’ve hated my time in the program 
is because every time I asked to do anything, I got a NO because of “insurance reasons.” Here is all this 
fancy equipment and the only way to try it out and get acquainted with it is inside a tiny little equipment 
room. The only time it leaves is for an actual project. An example, there is not enough room in the 
equipment room to set up the jib and practice pan, tilt, and job shots. So no one gets any real 
experience using the gear even when the gatekeeper of the room allows.  
I eventually was given permission to film the driving scenes of my thesis at the UNO Lakefront 
Arena. Not an ideal place to film drifting. The arena isn’t ideal because it has curbs everywhere and since 
we wouldn’t have a pit crew for each car to replace broken parts nor did we have multiples of each car 
like a professional show would have, that meant the drivers had to take things cautiously. A little more 
detail about the arena’s streets, while they had turns and such, they are exactly two car lanes wide with 
hard curbs. I say exactly two lanes wide because on a normal road there is a little extra room past the 
white line before a curb but not here. The Belle Chasse location was great because it had more turns, 
more variety, and no curbs whatsoever. There were some fire hydrants and light poles ever once and a 
while but those could have been blocked by safety equipment. So with that in mind the arena’s speeds 
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had to be reduced and more importantly the angles achieved by the cars was reduced. I knew on the 
day when we were filming that the captured footage wasn’t as exciting as I had hoped. The only cool 
part is when my lead stunt driver drifted a turn that’s used for the opening of the film. He was able to go 
big because the road was wider at the beginning which gave him a little more safety room. My stunt 
coordinator ribbed the driver a lot during that night about not being consistent. I understood where the 
coordinator was coming from because in the stunt world consistency is key. Stunt Drivers have to hit 
marks with the cars or someone could get hurt. I knew my driver could do that but weeks before we had 
multiple discussions leading up to the night about the arena’s curbs. Considering we didn’t have 
anything to replace his car or his wheels and because of the continuity issues that would arise from the 
lack of replacements, he held back for the safety of production. Interesting enough a driver that I did 
get, one of the few that volunteered his time and his car for the film, wrecked his car on the first turn. It 
was his second time through the turn, the first one he understeered but was able to stop himself. If 
you’ve seen the teaser trailer, his is the burgundy car that slides to a stop. If you’ve seen the finished 
film, his second attempt where he crashed was captured and put into the film. After my lead driver gave 
him direction on how to handle the turn and not do what he had just did, the driver either ignored the 
lead driver or forgot because he did the same thing but with more speed and he understeered into a 
fence post. He not only cracked his wheel but he also bent his sub frame. While fixing the wheel would 
be hard and fixing the sub frame is possible, they weren’t something that could be done that day. After 
the accident the driver apologized profusely to me. He knew he fucked up. So there I was without a 
driver and a car. The bigger issue was that this occurred on day three and the day before we shot a 
scene with the car that is now wrecked. And that was the last day we were allowed to shoot at the 
arena. After shuffling some cars around and finding a replacement for the wrecked one I now had to 
reshoot that car scene from the previous night. Thank goodness my actors in that scene were great and 
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came back for a pick up day a few weeks later. Crisis dealt with. Oh and the driver was perfectly fine, it 
was low speed collision and he was slowing down anyway when the accident occurred. 
So with all those headaches I would say this is far from the original film I set out to make. There 
are no positive things that I learned on this set. I didn’t walk away feeling good about the shoot.  Part of 
me felt that I could have gotten better footage if I had shot it without UNO’s thesis requirements like a 
stunt coordinator or forms filled out. When I first started making shorts I used to be all about the forms 
and being legal but realized it got in the way, especially when it’s a small team. All the things I have 
learned are negative and hugely influence how I would do things differently. I would not have over 30 
UNO students as crew. There were some great students, such as my D.P. who himself has a ton of 
experience like myself. My Assistant Directors were phenomenal as well as my script supervisor. And I 
know if I had a more competent crew we could have shot so much more in the time we had. There were 
some great grips from the school. What I had found was that if I leaned on anyone in another 
department I sometimes found myself falling flat onto the proverbial ground. One of the examples is 
sound. One student told me she would be the mixer on my film but she ended up not being able to for 
one weekend because she had to shoot her film for another class on one of my weekends. To be clear, I 
did try and get the schedules for all the shoots occurring in the fall all the way back in May but guess 
what? No one had that info. Not until the semester started did that information come available and I 
had already set my shoot dates, others set their dates around me, and I was locked into those 
weekends. How is a thesis student supposed to pick a weekend months in advance without knowing 
when some of their student crew might be unavailable? Ridiculous. So without a mixer I had to find one. 
A recent graduate of UNO was available but only if he was paid. So I paid him and I regret it. Even if he 
would have been free, I wish I would have recorded audio myself. Not only that but the boom operator 
he got was bad, granted the operator got better as the shoot went on but the mixer, not so much. My 
biggest headache was the mixer’s slowness. When the D.P. was setting up a shot, a person in sound 
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might, I don’t know, want to use that time to ask the A.D. what scene we were about to shoot. The 
reason I use that as an example is because the mixer waited until we said “roll sound” to enter the scene 
numbers into the mixer. The purpose is so that instead of random file names for the audio files they 
would be labeled with the scene and take number. It should alleviate issues in post and make a faster 
post production process. Sounds like a great idea. The problem is that the mixer who held up precious 
minutes, an estimated 85 minutes one night, to do this task ended up not entering the correct info. I had 
to spend days making a table with the labeled files and what they actually went with. Then I had to 
rename all the sound clips. So many files were mislabeled and so many lavalier tracks were mislabeled, 
that I was delayed over a week in editing. Audio for my film has been a nightmare. It seemed that the 
biggest issue with such a young crew is that many didn’t have a good work ethic. As my executive 
producer said of being successful on a film set, I’m paraphrasing, it’s all about anticipating what’s 
needed next. The issue was many of the students didn’t do this. Maybe they didn’t care or were lazy. I 
don’t know but I don’t want to use mostly UNO students again. 
So with all the headaches in shooting the film I can say that a least no one got injured. Oh wait, I 
can’t say that because someone did and didn’t tell anybody. After my film wrapped I composed a 
questionnaire with the help of a professor. I felt that every film, not just my thesis film, should have 
some type of process for getting the truth out about the set. The theater department does something 
like this but they do it in person. I had heard whispers that people were very unhappy with crafty and 
some of the lunch options on two of the nights for my film. I had someone for the second weekend 
available to handle crafty for the film but not one member of the crew or anyone else wanted anything 
to do with crafty for the first weekend. They all wanted to either be near the camera team or in some 
way be in art. So because of that there was no one to hand out crafty in a delicate manner. Pause, let 
me step back and speak about craft services for a second. I’ve been on probably more film sets than all 
but a few of my key crew members. I’ve seen loads of money spent on tons of junk food and sugar. 
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What I’ve witnessed is that many people tend to hang out at crafty while others are working. No Bueno. 
Also the high consumption of sugar leads to sugar crashes and work slows down and accidents happen. I 
saw this on another thesis film. On my film I didn’t want that because of all the stunts and tons of 
shooting needed for my film. The problem is when there isn’t a person to run crafty that means no one 
is dividing things up to create an efficient space for the delving out of the crafty. For example, no one is 
putting some mixed nuts in a cup for easy consumption or cutting up fruit and putting them into a cup. 
What then happens is that crews tend to pig out on what is there and crafty ends up being consumed in 
half a day. I’m a penny pincher and don’t like wasting money. I take this perspective because I grew up 
poor and am still poor. Money is tight for me. I’ve seen other filmmakers who have been lucky enough 
to have glamourous crafty and drinks on their sets. It must be nice but I’ve never been one of them to 
do that. I’ve always focused on having a decent lunch and having water on my sets. The snacks have 
always been absent on my previous sets unless the day was so short that there would be no lunch so 
snacks were the food for the day. I can never afford crafty and catering and from what I’ve seen most 
sets end up with extra stuff which equates to wasted money. I’ve seen this on many sets, the wasted 
money on crafty. Hell, I have two boxes of fruit snacks, estimated around 20 bucks, that no one ate on 
my shoot. 
Also I didn’t have a car to have the ability to go to the store and pick this stuff up. I picked up the 
first weekend’s stuff with a budget rental truck that was being rented to carry the large props and set 
dressing for that weekend. Another thing, making a thesis film without a car adds so much more of a 
burden and raises the stress level to the extreme. I know for certain that a lot of what got in my way and 
hindered my ability to get certain things done was because I didn’t have a car. I do not recommend 
someone entering the program if they don’t have a car. This is especially true because of the huge cases 
our equipment room has for even the smallest item. Carrying a large case that weighs five times that of 
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the small payload on multiple buses is not fun. I would also not recommend making a thesis film with a 
torn meniscus.  
As for the lunches over the first weekend I had two overnight shoot days with lunch being 
served at midnight. With no one available for crafty that meant there was no one available to cook food 
or keep food warm. Side note, these were really cold nights so if I had gotten nice warm food from say a 
restaurant or grocery store, it would have had to been picked up at least two hours before lunch. Then 
by the time lunch hit, it would be cold. So I figured that on a cold night people should at least have warm 
food. So I ordered pizza for the two overnight lunches. You would have thought I shit in people’s mouths 
the way they reacted to having to eat pizza. These entitled little fucking snowflakes had the gall to 
complain about pizza. They were lucky to be fed. One of my grips had a similar sentiment as I did. He 
roughly told me, I don’t know what they are complaining about, it’s free food, it’s better than nothing. 
And I know some film person is going to chime in and say, feeding a crew is normal on a film set and I 
would agree but it doesn’t always happen. Again as a reminder, I’ve been on a lot of film sets and some 
were shit shows. I’ve worked 16 hours on a set without food. To complain about pizza on a student set 
like this is ridiculous. Back to the questionnaire, before sending out the questionnaire I heard there was 
a lot of whispers about how the crew was disgruntled about the lack of crafty and having to eat pizza for 
lunch. A questionnaire was sent out. Of the 24ish responses, about half were negative and the other half 
were positive. What I gained from reading the responses was that besides from being a misogynistic 
sexist racist tyrant with tyrants for A.D.s, someone was injured on the fifth day.  
On the fifth day, I had the art team, who is in charge of set dressing, move old oil barrels and 
stack them to create a pseudo wall. Some of them were empty and some had either rain water in them 
or used oil. Because of this the filled ones were heavy. The art team was mostly women and one man. 
From what I gather from the story is that three women struggled moving the barrels. Instead of asking a 
grip for help, whose literal job is moving heavy stuff, the art team did the work themselves. Also from 
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what I gather, they didn’t stack the empty or lightest ones on top. So these three art team members 
tried lifting the barrels themselves and in mid-lift one slipped and fell on someone’s toe. This person was 
in pain the rest of the day and for most of the next day in which they went home early. It was also our 
last shooting day. Not until the next day did they go to the hospital where they found out they fractured 
their toe. I remember seeing the student the following weekend at a workshop wearing a boot and 
wondering how that happened. It is unfortunate that a student was injured on my set but after the 
other remarks by the same student in the questionnaire, I really don’t care she hurt herself. Also 
another set of questionnaire responses by a guy read like he was announcing how “woke” he was and 
how he would never write something, like my script, that was so sexist and racists. Fuck him. 
To hell with all the haters which isn’t just directed towards a selection of UNO students, it’s also 
toward the drift community. Many in the drift community professed their desire to help with the film 
but when it came time to shooting it. Crickets. I needed a lot of cars for the closing of the film to help 
create a sense of scope and wonder to the world. All I got was a few. I also wanted more drifters for the 
stunt driving but only got two and one wrecked his car. All in all I was very upset with them. Then after 
shooting the film and making a kick-ass teaser trailer and spreading the word to drifters on both coasts, 
almost no one has pitched in to help me fund the post-production of the film. To be clear, the part I 
sought funds for was the post-sound part. This is where the challenge of mixing all the audio for this film 
comes in. I needed professional mixers to create a cool audio mix for the film. The reason being is 
because I had to record a lot of the engine sounds weeks after we shot them. Now I need to get those 
sounds to match the cars and the perspective of the cars in relation to the camera’s position. Also there 
are a lot of sound effects and soundscape stuff that just isn’t my specialty. If I could have got a 
professional post sound team, this would not be my problem. The professionals could elevate the 
material to another level. It had happened before with an action film I made pre-UNO. The same people 
I was trying to employ had worked some killer magic and elevated my action film. One of the biggest 
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things about filmmaking is that no one person can make the entire film. I knew going into this project 
from the very beginning that the post sound process was crucial. And I knew that I wouldn’t be able to 
do it. The post sound house was game to help. They even offered me a deal but I still needed to raise 
some funds. I started a Kickstarter and with two months to raise funds, the max allowed by Kickstarter, 
I’ve only raised eight percent of my goal. I’ll admit, I expected the drifters out there to contribute to the 
campaign. They didn’t. The biggest hurt though might be the cast of my thesis film. While I never 
expected them to give money I did expect them to share the project and be active in the process. I told 
them when they were cast that a Kickstarter was going to be done and it would need their support. The 
only one who has actively tried to get the Kickstarter funded is one of my actresses in the film. She plays 
a small role in the pilot but a huge character in the series. What’s funny is the calls of misogyny and 
sexism are thrown at her scenes and she herself thinks the students need to “get over themselves.” She 
has worked tirelessly in spreading the word to major drifters and companies. I would like to take the 
time to thank ENEOS Oil and Home Depot. Home Depot donated about $300 in materials so I could build 
the gas pumps in the film and ENEOS donated approximately $2000 in oil to my film so I could give the 
drivers’ cars a form of meal in the form of new oil for their engines. ENEOS has also donated some 
paraphernalia so that I can run a raffle to raise funds for the film. Having ENEOS Oil, the largest oil 
company in Japan, support the project has been one of the highlights of the project. But alas, with even 
all that support no one is coming up with the cash. 
The disappointment is part of life. With all the other obstacles that have been put in front of me, 
I do wish I wouldn’t have made such a big film. I’ve made “big” films in the past and they always end up 
headaches with lots of disappointment. And to be clear, I mean a big film as in a big short film that 
doesn’t have enough cash to have competent people and staffed department heads. The bigger the film 
the more I have to trust other people, and some of those people end up being incompetent. Now of 
course this falls onto me as the producer and director of this film to hire competent people. As I said 
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before I had planned to do something easy but my executive producer changed my mind. Also I felt a 
little energized and inspired by some new blood in the film department. After submitting my thesis here 
at school I don’t know what I will do with it. I was originally going to send it to some festivals that have 
TV pilot programs but they cost money and I don’t feel like wasting any on entrance fees. I don’t know if 
I want to try and submit it to any networks or companies as a proof of concept pilot especially with the 
sound not being what it could be. I don’t feel my vision is expressed in the final product. Visually it is as 
best I can get it without reshooting it, but sound is the thing that could be ramped up. For example, I 
think the sound is at a three out of 10 when I know what is there could be raised to an eight out of ten. 
And now with the COVID-19 dampening the Kickstarter even more, I don’t know what kind of future 
there is for me and this film. As is most of the country and world, I’m in a holding pattern waiting to see 
how we all come out of this pandemic. 
Let’s talk goals of the program. Going into the film program, there were a lot of things I already 
knew how to do. I know I don’t write very well and don’t ever see me considering myself a writer. I 
would prefer to not credit myself but then it would look weird if the credits didn’t include a “written 
by.” But my skills as a writer did improve while here. I entered with issues writing dialogue and I would 
say I still do. In my first year I was in a writing class and while I had written scripts for years and knew the 
format really well and understood the basics to the three act structure, the one thing I never knew 
about or thought of was theme or as another professor got me thinking, what is the film about. So those 
pieces of information were great to grasp and helped me think about filmmaking in a different way. I 
find that when I’m working on another person’s film, the biggest issues in communication come from 
the director and myself having two different themes in mind for the film. It creates a conflict in ideology 




When I entered the program I mostly wanted to learn more about being a better director. While 
a new theater teacher helped us learn to communicate with actors, the other stuff that is required of a 
director is something I never learned. I had really hoped I would get more clarification of where a 
director’s role ended and I could expect a department head to pick up. I’ve had to wear all the 
department head hats previously to my thesis film that I don’t know where I should let someone take 
over. I think the program could benefit if it forced students from the very beginning to have someone 
else shoot and edit their film. It would force communication skills onto the students. Also I usually am 
disappointed when I trust other people. I did learn some good pieces of information about 
directing/acting. In my first year, I created my own learning objectives that I implemented in my first 
two films. While I may have not tried the hardest make a great film, I did focus more on trying different 
things so that I could learn new skills. In my second year film, I acted in my film. I learned a lot of about 
directing and acting. I learned how to listen and feel the performance instead of sitting behind the 
monitor watching it but that lesson I taught myself. I think all directors should have to act at least once.  
I also wanted to know more about production design. I still don’t understand that. I understand 
what a director should know but other than that I’m blind. Funny thing is that a few of those snot nosed 
kids put on the questionnaire that they finally see how important a production designer is and that my 
film needed one. Umm, no duh kids. Everyone acted like I didn’t think I needed one or I chose not to 
have one. The real reason is that I couldn’t find anyone. This program doesn’t teach it so no one knows 
how to be a department leader in art. Some of my choices were too afraid because of the scale of my 
project. And most of the “art” kids act like pot heads which doesn’t exactly put faith in their potential 
leadership qualities.  
In the process of taking the producing course and other production courses, I have gained the 
confidence that I know how to make a movie. I say that because I’ve met “producers” of other shorts in 
the past and some recent graduates and they don’t know anything about making a film. They may 
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understand the business side of producing like option agreements, deals and other stuff but I’ve come 
across too many that don’t know how to get a film made. Like the nitty gritty nature of it. I know I can 
pick up any script, whether I’m directing it or not, and know how many days it will take to shoot, the 
obstacles in the script, and how to get it shot/made. At least when it comes to non-visual effects movies, 
I don’t know anything about visual effects. 
In my thesis defense I was asked about something I learned about myself. Before the endeavor I 
knew that I was and still am a pessimist. I also get very depressed and stressed when I have no money to 
do things. Things like buy food. Personally I’m approaching homelessness in two months and the added 
stress of no money causes a lot of anxiety and spirals me into a depressed state. My executive producer 
on my thesis and classmate helped me get through school by being positive energy in my life. I know I 
need that in order to completely avoid going full depression. I have been advised to see a shrink or get 
some form of counseling but with no transportation or money to do that, I find it difficult to even 
contemplate. After upon reading this there are a lot of negative thoughts and feelings. Not to come off 
as a victim or anything but I’ve had my own type of hardships from childhood that I continue to deal 
with today that have shaped and continue to influence the person I am. Most are monetary issues and 
the only times I’ve been happy in my life were when I had money, not a lot, just enough to pay rent, 
insurance, buy food and go to the movies on the weekends. So what I’ve learned is something I already 
knew, I’m a sad person. 
To sum up everything, I met good and bad people at UNO. The good people I hope to work with 
in the future and that we stay friends. The bad people, they need to choose another profession. I think 
the program at UNO has a lot going for it but it needs to be drastically re-tooled. We live in this digital-
internet age and too many of our faculty don’t understand YouTube, Instagram, Tik-Tok, etc. A film 
degree doesn’t have to be only for making Hollywood films. Many people could take the information 
learned and apply them to social media platforms. People are making a living on those platforms and 
15 
 
some are making millions of dollars. And having faculty with their heads in the dirt isn’t helping. It hurts 
and weakens a program that isn’t suitable for the future. Other schools will eventually out pace UNO 
because of these shortcomings. The faculty needs to step up their game or retire. UNO Film could be as 
big as Chapman or USC if it tried.  
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